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3.1. GPR Data Acquisition

Experimental Determination of GPR Groundwave Sampling 
Depth as a Function of Data Acquisition Parameters

Taylor Crist, Crystal Nickel, and Dr. Katherine Grote, University of Wisconsin Eau-Claire, Geology Department

5. Conclusions

Figure 4: The sled system allowed users to change 
both the separation distance between the trans-
mitting and receiving antennas for each antenna 
pair (each frequency) and the distance between 
pairs of antennas (different frequencies).

 In this experiment, we seek to determine how the groundwave sampling depth varies with antenna 
frequency and antenna separation.  To explore these parameters, data were acquired with four antenna 
pairs with central frequencies of 100-, 250-, 500-, and 1000-MHz at a variety of antenna separations.  
A multi-channel adaptor was used to allow simultaneous data acquisition with all four frequencies, and 
a sled system (Figure 4) was designed to accommodate data acquisition at a variety of antenna   
separations.

1. Introduction

 Accurate characterization of the near-surface soil water content is important for understanding how 
contaminants travel in the vadose zone and for efficient management of agricultural resources.    
Characterizing the near-surface soil water content using conventional methods can be difficult, as this 
parameter is highly variable both spatially and temporally, and most methods obtain only a limited 
number of point measurements.  Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) groundwave techniques are a   
relatively new method that allows many measurements to be acquired quickly over large areas, and  
several researchers have shown that GPR groundwave measurements can be used to estimate the soil 
water content (Huisman et al., 2001).  Other research has indicated that the sampling depth of GPR 
groundwaves is a function of the GPR antenna frequency, indicating that multi-frequency GPR  
groundwave data have potential for characterizing the horizontal and vertical distribution of soil water 
content.  However, the sampling depth of the groundwave is uncertain, so the potential of groundwave 
techniques for vertical water content characterization is as yet unrealized.  A modeling study 
(Galagadera et al., 2005) and a laboratory experiment (Grote et al., 2010) have given preliminary   
estimates of sampling depth as a function of frequency, but both of these studies assumed adjacent soil 
layers with very different water contents, which is not a common condition in the field.  In this   
experiment, we seek to determine how the groundwave sampling depth varies as a function of   
frequency and antenna separation in a natural soil horizon under conditions of wetting and drying.  

3. Data Acquisition

 GPR data were acquired over a laterally homogenous 2.5 m x 4.5 m plot area (Figure 5) at   
approximately one hour intervals during the infiltration period, and then at intervals of hours to days 
during drying.  Infiltration was achieved by uniformly wetting the soil with a sprinkling system in  
between periods of GPR data acquisition. Each time GPR data were acquired, the sled system was 
pulled five times (five passes) across the study area.  For the first pass, the distance between the   
transmitter and receiver was maximized for each frequency, while the distance between pairs of   
antennas was minimized.  After each pass, adjustments were made to the sled system to reduce the 
separation distance between the transmitting and receiving antennas for each frequency, but to increase 
the distance between pairs of antennas.  The distances were adjusted each time so that the transmitting 
antenna for each frequency always started from the same location at the beginning of the survey.   
Acquiring the GPR data in this manner allowed the data to be considered both as common-offset data 
(when analyzing data acquired in one pass) or variable-offset data (when analyzing data acquired with 
one frequency in different passes).

 To monitor the dielectric permittivity of the plot area, eight boreholes were dug around the perimeter 
of the plot, and time domain reflectometer (TDR) probes were installed into the soil at ~8 cm intervals 
in each borehole to a depth of ~60 cm.  The boreholes were backfilled with swelling clay to prevent   
infiltration from the surface into the boreholes.  The TDR probes were used to obtain independent   
estimates of permittivity to compare with the GPR estimates of permittivity at different depths.

3.2. Time Domain Reflectometer Data Acquisition

Figure 5: Multi-frequency GPR data ac-
quisition over the plot area.
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4. Experimental Results

2. Background
 The GPR groundwave is a direct wave which travels 
between the transmitting and receiving antennas in the 
near subsurface (Figure 1).  The electromagnetic velocity 
of the groundwave can be estimated using the ground-
wave travel distance (the separation distance between  
antennas) and the travel time of the groundwave between 
antennas.  The electromagnetic velocity (v) is commonly 
converted to dielectric permittivity (K):

where c is the velocity of an electromagnetic wave in free 
space (Davis and Annan, 1989).  The dielectric permittivity 
is primarily controlled by the soil water content, and      
several petrophysical relationships are available to convert 
K to soil water content.  

 GPR data are typically acquired in either common-offset mode, where the transmitter and receiver are kept 
a set distance apart and pulled together along a traverse (Figure 2), or in variable-offset mode, where the two 
antennas are incrementally moved further apart each time a measurement is acquired (Figure 3).  When 
variable-offset data are acquired, the groundwave arrival time increases proportionately to the separation  
distance of the antennas, and the groundwave velocity can be calculated as the slope of the line produced by 
plotting antenna separation and groundwave arrival time.

Figure 2: GPR data acquired in common-
offset mode.

Figure 1: The GPR groundwave is a 
direct wave traveling in the near subsur-
face between the transmitting antenna 
(Tx) and receiving antenna (Rx).

Figure 3: GPR data acquired in variable-
offset mode.

4.1. Calculation of Permittivity Using Variable-offset Methods 

4.2. Groundwave Sampling Depth Estimation

 The groundwave arrival time was noted for each measurement.  Figure 6 shows the groundwave   
arrival times for 250 MHz data acquired during data acquisition time 3; these data show that the arrival 
times change somewhat across the plot, indicating variations in soil water content in portions of the 
study area.  To find the groundwave velocity using a simulated variable-offset survey, the average   
arrival time over the study area was calculated for each pass for each data acquisition time and GPR  
frequency.  The average arrival time was then plotted versus antenna separation.  Since the data were 
always acquired with the transmitter in the same initial location, this procedure is equivalent to    
acquiring a variable-offset survey, and the groundwave velocity was calculated as the slope of antenna 
separation versus arrival time.  Figure 7 shows an example of a simulated variable-offset survey for 250 
MHz data acquired during data acquisition time 3. Velocity estimated using this procedure was   
converted to dielectric permittivity using equation 1, and these values were compared to permittivity 
measured by TDR probes at different depths.

Figure 6: The groundwave arrival time increases as 
antenna separation increases (minimum separation 
at pass 5, maximum at pass 1).

Figure 7: The antenna separation is plotted 
versus the average groundwave arrival time 
over the plot area for each pass. A linear fit 
gives the velocity of the groundwave through 
the soil.

 TDR data acquired at different times show that permittivity increases for the first five data   
acquisition periods (during infiltration), then decreases as the soil dries out (Figures 8 and 9).    
Comparing data acquired at different times shows that permittivity is consistently higher (indicating 
wetter soil) from the surface to approximately 25 cm deep, then is lower (indicating drier soil) between 
25 and ~ 50 cm deep (drier soil), and finally becomes higher at depths below 50 cm.

Figure 8: For each data acquisition period during 
wetting, the TDR probes show that the soil be-
comes progressively wetter (higher permittivity) as 
infiltration continues. 

Figure 9: For each data acquisition period during 
drying, the TDR probes show that the soil becomes 
progressively drier (lower permittivity) with time. 

 The velocity for each GPR survey was converted to permittivity and plotted as a function of data 
acquisition period for each frequency (Figure 10).  This figure shows that the GPR data behave   
similarly to the TDR data; during wetting of the plot area (times 1 through 5) the GPR data show  
increasing permittivity, while decreasing permittivity is observed during drying (times 6-10). 

Figure 10: Different GPR frequencies showed different permittivity 
for most of the experiment.

4.3. Groundwave Sampling Depth and Antenna Separation
 The relationship between sampling depth and antenna separation is still under investigation. Preliminary results show that penetration depth is inversely related to antenna separation for all frequencies, but that the 
effects of antenna separation on groundwave velocity become less significant as antenna separation increases.

 Preliminary results show that the GPR groundwave data successfully detected the wetting and 
drying of the soil, and that the groundwave sampling depth appears to be frequency dependent, with 
lower frequencies having greater sampling depths.  The sampling depths estimated from these data 
are somewhat greater than those estimated in laboratory research or modeling studies, suggesting that 
the sampling depth may depend upon the permittivity gradient as well as the absolute permittivity 
values.   These results suggest that with additional calibration, multi-frequency GPR groundwave 
methods may become a valuable tool for estimating the vertical water content profile. 
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 The sampling depth for the GPR groundwaves for different frequencies can be estimated by comparing the GPR permittivity data with 
the patterns shown in the TDR permittivity data.  (More definitive estimation of the GPR sampling depth will be possible after calibration of 
the TDR data is completed.) Figures 8 and 9 show that for most of the experiment, the uppermost soil layer is wetter than the soil beneath it.  
In Figure 10, the 1000 MHz data consistently have the highest permittivity, suggesting that this frequency is measuring soil in the upper ~10 
cm.  The 500 MHz data show a lower permittivity than the 1000 MHz, suggesting that the 500 MHz signal extends into the drier soil   
beneath the wet surficial layer, to a sampling depth of ~18 cm. The 250 MHz data show intermediate permittivity, indicating that this   
frequency penetrates down into the deeper, wetter soil, with a sampling depth of ~50 cm.  Data for the 100 MHz antennas have not yet been 
processed.  


